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The "Krion" electron-beam source has been used to determine the ionization cross sections of argon ions 
between ArH and Ar+ 12 at incident-electron energies -2.5:1=0.15 keY. The cross sections were obtained by 
comparing theoretical calculations with the spectrum of charge states of the ions as functions of the time of 
interaction with the electron beam. To achieve satisfactory agreement between the calculated and measured 
results, the theoretical model of ionization must include both single-electron and two-electron ionization in 
a single collision for the ions Ar+s and Ar+6. This procedure was used to obtain the following total and 
partial ionization cross sections (in units of 1o- IS cm2): CT, = 4.6; CTs = 3.5 (CTS"';; = 2.05; CTS~7 = 1.45); CT6 = 2.3 
(CT6~7 = 0.92; CT6-<8 = 1.38); CT7 = 1.4; CTS = 0.88; CT9 = 0.65; CTIO = 0.45; CTl1-0.30; CTlz -0.20. The uncertainties in 
these values amount to :1= 15%. The experimental ionization cross sections are compared with calculated 
values. 

PACS numbers: 34.70.Di 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies of the ionization of positive ions of different 
elements by electron impact are of considerable inter
est because they may yield basic information on the 
electron shells of ions when measurements are made of 
the probabilities of the various processes involving the 
participation of both the incident electron and the shell 
electrons in ions of different charge. 

Moreover, the ionization cross sections of positive 
ions have direct applications in plasma physiCS, the 
development of sources of multiply-charged ions, in 
astrophysical studies, and so on. 

Measurements of the cross section for the ionization 
of positive ions by electron impact are traditionally 
carried out by crOSSing ion and electron beams. [1] 

With all its advantages, this method suffers from rela
tively low sensitivity which prevent its application to 
the investigation of more than two or three stages of the 
successive ionization process. 

Other and more sensitive methods have been devel
oped in recent years, including, in particular, the ion 
trap method. [2-51 A cryogenic variant of the "Krion" 
electron-beam ion source has been developed at the 
High-Energy Laboratory of the Joint Institute for Nu
clear Research. [61 It has been found to be a sufficiently 
effective instrument for the determination of cross sec
tions for the ionization of positive ions by electron im-

. pact, right up to ions with only the inner electron shells 
still present. For some light elements, it has been 
possible to determine the separation cross section even 
for the last electron in the K shell. [7] 

In this paper, we give a description of the experi
mental arrangement, and report some experimental 
data on the ionization of positive argon ions interacting 
with electrons with a fixed energy - 2. 5 ± 0.15 keY. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

Figure la shows the inner part of the "Krion" source 
incorporating a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The 
electron beam emitted by the cathode 1 of the electron 
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gun (1, 2) is focused by the solenoid 3 and, after leav
ing the magnetic field, is recorded by the collector 4 
to which the beam electrons are drawn by the field of 
the extracting electrode 5. The sections of the drift 
tube 6 are designed to produce the required distribu
tion of potential in the beam-drift space. The magnetic 
pole piece 7 produces the necessary magnetic-field con
figuration at exit from the solenoid. The source 8 of 
the working medium is located in the region of the third 
section of the drift tube. 

To ensure that the time of interaction between the 
ions and the electron beam is long enough, an electro
static ion trap is produced in the ionization region. 
This ensures that the escape of ions in the radial direc
tion is restricted by the electron-beam space-charge 
field, whereas, in the axial direction, the ions are con
tained by the potential barriers produced by the end 
sections of the drift tube. 

The ion source is pulsed at a rate of 1 cycle per sev-
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FIG. 1. a) Interior of the Krion source incorporating the time
of-flight mass spectrometer (TFMS): l-electron gun cathode; 
2-electron gun anode; 3-focusing solenoid; 4-electron col
lector; 5-extracting electrode; 6-drift-tube sections of the 
ion source; 7-magnetic pole; 8-source of working material; 
9-set of electrostatic lenses; lO-mass-spectrometer modu
lator; ll-ion collector of mass spectrometer; l2-drift.tubes 
of mass spectrometer. b) Potential distributions A, B, C 
along the drift tube of the ion source. 
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FIG. 2. Time diagram for the processes in the Krion source 
and the mass spectrometer. QlIIOl-flux of molecules of work
ing material in the drift tube of the ion source; 1.I-electron 
current generated by the gun; lion-ion current at exit from the 
source; t.Umod-potential difference across the plates of the 
modulator in the mass spectrometer; ITFMS current from the 
ion collector of the mass spectrometer (recorded ion-charge 
spectrum). 

eral seconds. The sequence of the various processes 
is illustrated by Figs. lb and 2. 

The source of the working material produces a con
stant-intensity flux of molecules in the drift tube. Ini
tially, the electron-beam density is low and the dis
tribution of potentials over the sections (Fig. lb, A) is 
such that all the ions leave the electron beam in the 
axial direction. While the electron-beam density is 
low, the potential distribution B is applied to the sec
tions at time t1• The point of intersection of the molec
ular and electron beams is then located inside the elec
trostatic ion trap. From this moment onward, all the 
ions of the working material produced in the beam are 
captured by the trap and are uniformly distributed 
throughout the volume of the electron beam between 
the axial potential barriers. The accumulation of the 
ions of the working material continues during the ad
justable time t2 - tl which is determined by the flux of 
molecules of the working material, the energy of the 
beam electrons, and the required degree of compensa
tion of the electron-beam space charge by the ion 
charge at the end of the ionization process. 

When a sufficient amount of ions of the working ma
terial has accumulated in the trap, the potential dis
tribution C is applied to the sections of the drift tube at 
time t2• The left-hand edge of the electrostatic trap is 
then shifted so that the point of intersection between the 
molecular and electron beams, which is located in the 
region of the axial potential gradient, is separated from 
the trap by a potential barrier. All the newly formed 
ions of the working material then escape in the direc
tion of the electron-gun cathode, and do not reach the 
trap. 

This method of injecting the working material into 
the electrostatic trap, the so-called "electron regula
tion method, " was proposed in[a] and is realized for the 
first time in the "Krion" source. Since it is based on 
pulsed injection, the electron regulation method can be 
used to vary the amount of working material introduced 
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into the ionization region within very broad limits be
cause the time of injection can be varied between tens 
of milliseconds and tens of microseconds. Experiments 
have shown that the working material does not enter the 
trap after the end of the injection process. The above 
method has been tested with the following working gases: 
ethylene, nitrogen, neon, argon, xenon, and helium. 
The ionization process is accompanied by an increase 
in the ion space charge and in the amplitude of ion ra
dial oscillations. To ensure that this does not lead to a 
loss of iOns, the electron-beam density is increased 
during the ionization process, and this results in a re
duction in the amplitude of these radial oscillations. 

When the residual gas is presented in the ionization 
region, the time of interaction between ions and the 
electron beam is determined by the rate of compensa
tion of the electron-beam space charge by the space 
charge due to the residual-gas ions. Under our condi
tions, jh€ residual gas pressure in the ionization region 
was - 2 x 10-11 Torr and, at the end of the 40-millisecond 
ionization, the background in the total ion charge was 
not more than 10%. The maximum time of interaction 
between the ions and the electron beam is equal to the 
length of the electron pulse (40 msec), i. e., it is re
stricted by the technological possibilities of the supply 
systems for the electron gun. If there were no such 
restrictions, then with the existing background level, 
complete compensation of the electron charge by the 
ions would occur in about 0.5 sec. 

When the ionization process is over, the initial dis
tribution of potentials (A) is re-established and all the 
ions stored up in the trap are extracted for analysis. 
The length of the ion-current pulse is determined by 
the time taken to replace the potential distribution C by 
the distribution A. This time can be varied between 40 
and 500 p,sec. 

The ion-charge analysis is carried out by a time-of
flight mass spectrometer (Fig. la) with a path length 
of 1m. Ions accelerated by the field of the extracting 
electrode pass through the set of electrostatic lenses 9 
and eventually enter the capacitor-type modulator 10. 
A constant potential difference is applied between the 
plates of this modulator, and this deflects the ions so 
that the ion beam is not recorded at the exit from the 
mass spectrometer. While the ions are being extracted 
from the source, the potential difference between the 
capaCitor plates is reduced to zero for a short time 
(-100 nsec), and an ion packet is allowed to pass 
through toward the recording system. The flight-time 
separation of the ions in the drift space then occurs in 
accordance with their charges, and the ion collector of 
the mass spectrometer records the ion-charge spec
trum. To ensure that the recorded spectra provide in
formation about all the ions extracted from the source, 
a series of electrostatic lenses formed by the drift 
tubes 12 and held at different potentials is inserted into 
the ion drift space so that the ion collector receives 
practically all the ions leaving the source in the ab
sence of the potential difference between the modulator 
plates. 

By applying the equalizing signal to the plates of the 
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modulator of the mass spectrometer at different in
stants of time relative to the beginning of the transition 
from the potential distribution C to the distribution A, 
it is possible to examine the charge composition of dif
ferent parts of the ion-current pulse. It turns out that, 
for short ion-current pulses (- 40-60 sec), the begin
ning of the pulse is somewhat richer in highly charged 
ions than its end, and this may be due to the higher 
mobility of high-charge ions. However, we may sup
pose with reasonable justification that the charge com
position of the central part of the pulse is characteris
tic of the ion-charge pulse as a whole. 

A detailed description of the design of the "Krion" 
source, including its cryogenic and magnetic systems, 
the formation of the electron beam, and other features 
is given ines,9]. 

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DETERMINATION 
OF THE IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

The process of ionization of positive argon ions was 
investigated experimentally as follows. A certain 
amount (_1010) of argon ions was initially introduced 
into the electron beam of the "Krion" source for peri
ods of about 100-150 J.Lsec. At the end of this period, 
which was, in fact, the ionization time, the ions were 
extracted from the electron beam and analyzed in ac
cordance with their times of flight. The charge spec
trum of ions corresponding to the given ionization time 
was recorded on the screen of the Sl-42 oscillograph. 
The ionization time was then altered, and the associated 
change in the charge spectrum was recorded. 

Figure 3 shows typical charge spectra for argon ions 
corresponding to ionization times of 5, 10, and 20 msec. 
The beam electrons had energies of - 2. 5 keV, and the 
beam current was 1 A. As can be seen, since pulsed 
injection of the working material into the electron beam 
was employed, the ions with the lower charges were 
gradually "burnt up, " and ions of higher charge ap
peared in the spectrum. At the same time, the resid
ual-gas background was small and did not exceed 10% 
even at the maximum ionization time used in these ex
periments (- 40 msec). 

The prinCiple of operation of the electron-beam ion 
source shows that the total number of elementary 
charges carried by all the ions at any time within the 
ionization interval cannot be greater than the number of 
fast electrons in the beam, the space charge of which 
retains the ions. Two situations can therefore arise: 
1) at the initial instants of time, and depending on the 
length of the ionization period, different amounts of 
low-charge ions are introduced into the beam in such a 
way that, at the end of the ionization process, the same 
maximum possible total ion space charge is accumu
lated independently of the length of the ionization pro
cess, and this charge is roughly equal to the space 
charge due to the fast electrons, and 2) each time, and 
independently of the period of ionization, the same 
amount of low-charge ions is introduced into the beam 
in such a way that the ion and electron space charges 
become equal only for a given maximum duration of 
ionization. 
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FIG. 3. Argon-ion charge spectra cor
responding to ionization times of 5, 10, 
and 20 msec. 

Either situation is acceptable for studies of ionization 
with the only difference that, in the first case, the total 
ion charge is constant whereas, in the second, the total 
number of ions is constant. 

We prefer to use the first situation because the sen
sitivity is then higher and this is important for short 
ionization periods when the number of lines in the 
charge spectrum is large. The processing of the spec
trum corresponding to a given ionization time involves 
the determination of the areas under the peaks corre
sponding to the different charges, the determination of 
the number of ions of given charge in relative units, 
and, finally, the determination of the ion-charge dis
tribution normalized to unity. The determination of 
these distributions as functions of the ionization time 
yields the time evolution of the charge spectra, which 
is particularly convenient for the determination of the 
ionization cross sections. 

It is clear that the case of successive ionization, 
when only one orbital electron is removed in each event, 
is mathematically analogous to the disintegration of 
radioactive material which, after a number of disin
tegrations, eventually ends in a stable species. The 
analog of this, in our case, is a bare nucleus without 
any electrons around it. A description of this process 
is given, for example, in Segre's book. (to] In our case, 
the radioactive decay constant is analogous to the ion
ization cross section, and the time is analogous to the 
product of the electron-beam flux density j and the ion
ization time T. 

The electron-beam density was determined as an 
average over the beam and is given by j '" 6.2 X 1018 fiSk, 
where f is the electron-beam current in amperes and 
Sk is the area of the electron-gun cathode in cm2 • This 
formula is valid because we have used an electron gun 
in a magnetic field of about 1. 2 T, so that the area of 
the electron beam corresponding to as high a perveance 
as - (8-10) x 10-6 Alv3!2 can be assumed to be equal to 
the area of the emitting surface of the cathode for volt
ages of - 2-3 kV. 

Figure 4 shows the charge spectra of argon ions for 
different jT. The experimental pOints represent the 
number of ions of given charge (nz ) with the total num
ber of ions normalized to unity. We have investigated 
the ionization of argon between Ar+4 and Ar+12 with jT in 
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the charge spectrum in the case of argon 
ions: ... -+4, '\7-+5, .-+6, 0-+7, +-+8, ¢-+9, .-+10, 
0-+11, X-+12. 

the range between O. 6 X 1018 and 4. 5 X 1018 cm-2• 

According tono l, the solution of the kinetic equations 
for the number of ions nk(j) of given charge k in the 
case of successive ionization is 

where 

and ai is the cross section for the ionization of an ion 
of charge i into an ion of charge i + 1. 

We have tried to fit the experimental data on the ion
ization cross sections for the chain 

(L e., assuming that only one electron ionization occurs 
at each stage) to theoretical curves. However, this was 
not possible. To achieve satisfactory agreement be
tween the calculated and experimental curves n i (jr), it 
is essential to assume that both one-electron and two
electron ionization occurs in the Ar+s and Ar+6 ions. 

Figure 4 shows the calculated ni(jr) curves for the 
following ionization chain: 

and the following set of total and partial ionization 
cross sections (in units of 10-18 cm2 ): 

cr,-4.6, 

cr,=3.;' (cr,;_, =2.0:;, cr5_'= 1.'15). 

0,=2.3 (cr,_,=0.92, cr,_,= 1.38), 

cr,=1.4, cr5=0.88, cr 9 =065, 

cr<o=0.45, cr,,"'0.30, cr,,""0.20. 

For Ar+7 and ions of higher charge, the two-electron 
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ionization need not be introduced with the existing pre
cision of experimental results. In the case of Ar+\ the 
experimental results are not inconsistent with the pres
ence of two-electron ionization with 0'4-6 -1. 5 x 10-18 

cm2 but there is not enough information about the burn
up of these ions, and the rate of burn-up as compared 
with other ions is high for the relatively low initial 
number of Ar+4 ions. This means that the introduction 
of two-electron ionization of Ar+4 has a slight effect on 
the subsequent dynamics of the spectra and, insofar as 
the analysis of experimental results is concerned, the 
inclusion of this process is not essential. Physically, 
however, this process must, of course, be admitted. 

To illustrate the agreement between the experimental 
and calculated data (for the above choice of ionization 
cross sections), the function n9(jr) is also shown for 0'9 
increased by 12% (broken line in Fig. 4). We estimate 
that our cross sections are accurate to within ± 15%. 
This uncertainty is determined both by the experimental 
method itself and by the possible incompleteness of the 
theoretical ionization model. 

Figure 5 shows the total ionization cross sections 
(a), the one-electron cross sections (0'(1»), and the two
electron cross sections (0'(2») as functions of the ion 
charge. 

4. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the usual notation, the electron-shell configuration 
of the argon atom is lS2 2S2 2p6 3s2 3p6. Ca!'lson 
et al. [11] have reported the electron-subshell configura
tions and the calculated ionization potentials for all the 
argon ions. It follows from their data that, in our case 
(inCident-electron energy of 2.5 keY), all electrons can 
participate in the ionization process with the exception 
of K-shell electrons. 

A. Two-electron ionization 

It is natural to suppose that two-electron ionization 
of Ar+\ Ar+5, and Ar+6 in a single collision is the re
sult of the appearance of vacancies in the L shell when 
one of the L electrons is either transferred to the con
tinuous spectrum or to one of the higher-lying levels. 
Many authors and, in particular, Salop, (12] consider 
that, when vacancies appear in the L shell and there 
are two or more electrons in the M shell, the proba
bility of two-electron ionization is 100%, whereas one-

5 

FIG. 5. Ionization cross section of 
argon ions as a function of the ion 
charge [O'-total cross section (.), 
O'I-one-electron ionization cross 
section (0), O'z-two-electron ioni
zation cross section (Xl]. 
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FIG. 6. One-electron ionization cross 
section (per shell electron) of argon 
ion as a function of ion charge: o
M-shell, .-L-shell. 

electron ionization must predominate in the Ar+7 ion be
cause of the corresponding selection rules. Our result 
can therefore be looked upon as experimental confirma
tion of these theoretical predictions. Moreover, ex
periment also yields the relative probabilities and ab
solute cross sections for the appearance of vacancies 
in the L shell of Ar+6 with the transition of the L elec
tron separately to the continuous spectrum and to 
higher-lying excited states. 

In fact, the measured ionization cross section of Ar+8, 
which has a complete set of L electrons, is O. SSx 10-18 
cm2

0 For Ar+6, the cross section for the removal of 
an electron from the L shell to the continuous spectrum 
can be assumed to be close to this value. The correc
tion is due to the fact that the binding energy of the 2s 
and 2p electrons in Ar+6 is somewhat lower than in Ar+8. 
We have no data at present on the electron binding en
ergies in argon-ion subshells. However, Hahn and 
Watson have shown theoreticallyL1S1 that, for Ca+8 and 
Ca+10, this energy difference is about 10%. Accord
ingly, using the well-known energy dependence of the 
ionization cross section, we obtain a -10% correction. 
Thus, the cross section for two-electron ionization, 
which is the result of the transition of one of the L 
electrons in Ar+6 to the continuous spectrum, is -0.96 
X 10-18 cm2, and the corresponding figure for the transi
tion to an excited state is - 0.42 X 10-18 cm2 • To what 
extent this result is acceptable from the theoretical 
standpoint will be indicated by subsequent research. 

The somewhat higher value of the two-electron ion
ization cross section of the Ar+5 ion corresponds to the 
further reduction in the L-electron binding energy as 
compared with Ar+6. 

B. One-electron ionization 

Since for the Ar+4,5,6 ions the removal of an electron 
from the L shell leads to two-electron ionization, the 
one-electron ionization cross section of these ions in
cludes contributions due to 3P and 3S electrons. The 
fact that (16-7 < (16_ 8 is connected with this result, which 
means that, for the given incident electron energy, the 
probability of ejecting an electron from a closed L shell 
is greater than the corresponding figure for the M shell 
which, in the case of Ar+6, contains two 3S electrons. 

Moreover, if we suppose that the cross section for 
the removal of an electron from the L shell of Ar+7 is 
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roughly equal to the ionization cross section of Ar+8, 
then the cross section for the removal of the last 3S 
electron becomes known. It is thus possible to deter
mine the partial cross section (1p per M - and L-shell 
electron in ions of the corresponding charge. Figure 6 
shows (Jp as a function of the ion charge. It is clear 
that this cross section falls smoothly within a given 
shell, but then undergoes a discontinuous change be
tween the M and L shells, in accordance with the change 
in the ionization potentials. 

The partial cross sections per nl-electron are usu
ally calculated from the Bethe formula[121 

where K is a constant, Ek is the kinetic energy of the 
electrons, and I is the electron binding energy in the 
corresponding nl-subshell. 

The values of K obtained from the best agreement 
between the experimental and calculated cross sections 
for one-electron ionization are as follows: 

Z: 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
K, 1O- 14eV' • em 2 : -Ui2 5.15 5.27 6.30 3.92 6.40 6.64 6.58 6.65· 

It is clear that K = 6 X 10-14 eV 2 • cm2 can be successfully 
used to calculate the ionization cross sections for ions 
at the present level of accuracy. This value is close to 
that reported previously by LotzU41 (K = 4. 5 X 10-14 

eV 2 • cm2). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The most interesting development of the present work 
would be the determination of the energy dependence of 
measured cross sections with maximum possible ac
curacy of experimental results, and the extension of 
these studies to the ions Ar+1_Ar+s and Ar+1S_Ar+17. The 
complete realization of this program is possible, but 
would require higher beam densities than can be ob
tained with the "Krion" source. 

In conclusion, we should like to thank V. P. Ovsyan
nikov for the development of the electron gun used in 
these experiments and L. Didenko for computer calcu
lations. 
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Translated by S. Chomet 

The charge density induced by a Coulomb field is represented as the absorptive part of a certain operator, 
which can be reduced in tum to a finite-rotation operator of the Coulomb dynamic group 0(2,1). In this 
way the total induced charge can be calculated and the cause of suppression of the contribution from 
higher partial waves can be ascertained. 

PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds 

INTRODUCTION 

The polarization of a vacuum of charged particles by 
an external electromagnetic field was first considered 
by Dirac, Heisenberg, Serber, and Uehling in the weak
field approximation. (1) They obtained an expression 
for the induced charge density 

p~-aDp,/ 15:tm' (1 ) 

in terms of the charge density Po that produces the ex
ternal field. 

Subsequently Weisskof and Schwinger(2) presented a 
general expression suitable for fields of arbitrary 
strength, but this expression turned out to be too com
plicated and yielded a result in explicit form only in 
some particular cases. In addition, the important case 
of a Coulomb field could not be handled by this method. 

Wichmann and Kroll(3) have therefore returned to the 
direct calculation methods and, by using very compli
cated computations, obtained corrections to the Uehling 
formula. These calculations were recently radically 
improved by Brown et al. (4) 

The question of the calculation of the Coulomb polar
ization of vacuum has been under lively discussion in 
recent times, since this effect turned out to be particu
larly noticeable in heavy J..L-mesic atoms. [5) However, 
even after the publication of(4), the theory of Coulomb 
polarization remains rather cumbersome. The reason, 
in our opinion, is the neglect of the symmetry of the 
Coulomb field, 

We describe below a calculation method that takes 
into account this important property explicitly. 

GENERAL RELATIONS 

We first transform the well known formula[2) for the 
induced current 
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(2) 

which contains for an electron in the external field, a 
Green's function satisfying the equation 

[m-, (p-eA) ]G~1. (3) 

In operator form (IT = p - eA) we have 

i.=tr ,.(m-IT) -I~tr ,,,(m+ II) (m'-rf') -I~tr ,,,Ii (m'--IT') -I (4) 

(the term - m has dropped out, since it contains an odd 
number of Dirac matrices). Transferring IT to the 
right, we obtain the expression 

which when summed with (4) yields 

i.~tI'IT.(m,-n')-I=IT. fdstrexp{-s(m,-rr,]}. (5) 

The charge density induced by the static field is 
equal to 

or 

PE= (E -eA,) f ds tl' exp {-s [m'+p'- (E -eA,) '-eo.vF.,!2]} 

1dS~dS -
PE~---' -trexp{-s[m'-IT'l}. 

2 dE, s 

(6) 

(6a) 

This means that the total charge density is equal to 

(7) 

so that the problem reduces to the calculation of 
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